
Question Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
Answer 
NoWhy inheritance is 

introduced in Object 
oriented language

to inherit 
properties from
Child class in to 

for quick 
execution

for dividing 
program in to 
many functions

to use reusability 
concept 4

What contain in Object
Both Data and 
Method Only Method Only Data Program and its path 1

Which of the following
keyword is used to declare 
the header file? include exclude string() namespace 1What happens when you 
overload functions

Very long functions 
that can hardly run

One function 
containing 

Two or more
functions with Very long functions 3

Which of the following 
statement represents pure 
virtual function

Function which 
does not have 
definition of its 

Function which 
does have 
definition of its 

Function which 
does not have 
any return type

Function which does not 
have any return type & 
own definition 1

Identify the incorrect 
statement.

iostream is a 
standard header 
and iostream.h is a 
non-standard 

iostream is a 
non-
standard 
header and 

iostream is a 
standard header 
and iostream.h is 
a standard 

iostream is a non-
standard header 1

What does a default header
file contain? prototype

implementatio
n declarations pointing 3

Which keyword we use in
Friend function declaration friend Friend friend_func Friend_func 1
The constructor that does 
not default custom dynamic static 1

When virtual function is
redefined by derived class, 
it is called as Overloading Overriding Rewriting redefining 2

What is std in C++?
std is a standard 
class in

std is a 
standard

std is a standard
header file in 

std is a standard file 
reading 2



Find the odd one out. std::vector<int>
std::vector<sho
rt>

std::vector<long
> std::vector<bool> 4

What happens when a null
pointer is converted into an error is flagged

bool value 
evaluates to 

bool value 
evaluates to the statement is ignored 3

What is size of generic 
pointer in C++ (in 32-bit 2 4 8 0 2Which looping process is 
best
used when the number of for while do-while

all looping processes 
require that the 
iterations be known 1

why == operator is used
to assign value to 
variable

to check value 
for
of variable in 
conditional 
statement

to double assign 
value

to copy value in other 
variable 2

What is the name of |
operator? sizeof or and modulus 2

Which of the following
decides type of exception throw catch try handlers 4

By default how the value
are passed in c++? call by value

call by 
reference call by pointer call by object 1

What will happen when we 
use void in argument
passing?

It will not return 
value to its caller

It will return 
value to its 
caller

Maybe or may 
not be return 
any value
to its caller

It will return value with 
help of object 1Which of the following

belongs to the set of 
character types? char wchar_t only a both a and b 4Is the size of character
literals different in C and 
C++?

implementation 
defined cant say yes no 3



Suppose in a hypothetical 
machine, the size of char is 4 1

implementation 
dependent machine dependant 2

How many parameters 
does a operator() in a 1 2 3 4 2
How many elements does a 
floating point number is
composed of? 1 2 3 4 4


